International Conference for Complex Acute Illness (ICCAI)

“Removing boundaries in quantitative understanding of critical illness: Integrating Mechanism and Machine Learning”

08 - 10 September 2023
8 am – 6 pm

Your contact person

Prof. Dr. med. Ludwig Christian Hinske
Event Manager
Direktor Institut für Digitale Medizin
Lehrstuhl Datenmanagement und Clinical Decision Support

Tel. +49 (0) 821 400 9521
Mail IDM@uk-augsburg.de
https://www.uk-augsburg.de/
https://iccai.org/

EVENT LOCATION

Universitätsklinikum Augsburg
Stenglinstraße 2, 86156 Augsburg
Großer Hörsaal, second floor
YOUR WAY TO US

BY TRAIN / PUBLIC TRANSPORT // Economy

Take the Deutsche Bahn to the train station "Augsburg- Hauptbahnhof" or "Neusäß". From there you can change to streetcar line 2 or bus 32 in the direction of "Uniklinik BKH". Get off at the "BKH" stop.

From Munich Airport: taking 2 trains (one from Munich Airport -> Munich Central station) and another one from Munich Central station to Augsburg. The cheapest is the BayernTicket (Bavaria ticket): 27 Euro. This includes bus and local train rides (RE, no ICE) for one day. From Munich Airport to Augsburg it is 92 km.

Bavaria ticket: 27 Euro, Germany ticket 49 Euro

BY CAR /

A8 // On the A8 freeway, take the exit "Augsburg-West", direction Augsburg-West/Messe (B17). From the B17 take the exit "Neusäß/Zentralklinikum", follow Kobelweg, Neusäßer Str. to Stenglinstraße.

A96 // On the A96 freeway take the exit "Landsberg am Lech-West", direction Landsberg am Lech-West/Augsburg (B17). From B17 take the exit "Bürgermeister-Ackermann-Str./B300", on Kriegshaberstraße, Neusäßerstr., Stenglinstraße.

Visiting the Institut of Digital Medicine (IDM)

IDM, Gutenbergstr. 7, 86356 Neusäß, to University Hospital (UKA) Stenglinstraße 2, 86156 Augsburg
(distance about 2.5 km)

Hotels, where we get special rates (limit is 90-100 EUR per night and person):

Hotel einsmehr

Alfred-Nebelstr. 7, Neusäß https://hotel-einsmehr.de/

Rate: 68 Euro for doctors, surcharge 25 Euro = 103 Euro / room.

Distance to the UKA: 700 meters, Legende 1 UKA, 2 Hotel einsmehr

B&B Hotel

Augsburg-West, Werner-Heisenberg-Straße 11, 86156 Augsburg https://www.hotel-bb.com/de/hotel/augsburg-west Rate: 59.00 EUR night/room until July 27. Distance to the UKA: 1.1 km, 13 min walk
Price on request: **Leonardo Hotel** Augsburg, 31 Langenmantelstraße, 86153 Augsburg. **Distance to the UKA:** 3.6 km (14 min bus #2)  
https://www.leonardo-hotels.de/augsburg/leonardo-hotel-augsburg?utm_source=GoogleAds&utm_medium=CPC&utm_campaign=5Hotel_City_GER-LeonardoAugsburg&gclid=EAIaIQobChMIityyM5_WiVkJ3Ch2LQw6UEAAAYASAAEgJgDID_BwE

**Information about Augsburg’s main attractions:**

https://www.augsburg-tourismus.de/en/sights/highlights

**Fuggerei**, founded by the Fugger family in 1521, Fuggerei 56, 86152 Augsburg  
https://www.fugger.de/en/fuggerei

**Beer brewery**, Augsburg near main station, Frölichstraße 26,  
https://www.riegele.de/en/

**Ulrich’s Dom**, Ulrichplatz 19, 86150 Augsburg. The abbey was founded in the 900s while the current building has a Late Gothic design from the 15th century, easily recognized by its tower topped with a Baroque onion dome.

**Augsburger Puppenkiste**: the theatre’s most famous marionettes are Kater Mikesch, Urmel, Jim Knopf and Lukas der Lokomotivführer are beloved by generations of Germans

Follow the traces of the **Fuggers, Mozart, Brecht and UNESCO World Heritage** by public city tours  

**Historical Wassertürme** at Rotes Tor, Am Roten Tor 1, Tickets online. It is a completely preserved historical architectural ensemble and it is a unique European monument of drinking water supply from the period 1430 to 1879.  

**For free times recommended restaurants:**

**Hotel-Brauereigasthof Josef Fuchs**, Alte Reichsstr. 10, 86356 Steppach, Tel.: 0821 / 480920

**La Pergola** Pizzeria, Kobelweg 85, 86156 Augsburg

**Grill’n Chill**, Max-von-Laue-Straße 16, 86156 Augsburg  
https://www.balletshofer.de/augsburg-kriegshaber-grill-n-chill.html

**Ofenhaus**, Am alten Gaswerk 8, 86156 Augsburg,  
https://restaurant-ofenhaus.de/

**Ratskeller**, Rathausplatz 2, 86150 Augsburg (the old Town Hall),  
https://www.ratskeller-augsburg.de/